COMLUX AMERICA GETS BBJ WARRANTY REPAIR
FACILITY AND SERVICE CENTER APPROVAL
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Comlux the Aviation Group is pleased to announce that Boeing Business Jets has signed an
agreement with its completion center, Comlux America LLC, which designates the company as
an authorized warranty repair facility and service center. The contract allows Comlux America
to perform warranty work on BBJ aircraft on behalf of Boeing, providing BBJ operators another
service option in the U.S. Additionally, the Indianapolis-based company will provide other
maintenance, repair and overhaul services as required.
Since its creation in 2008, Comlux America has accumulated a wide-range of experience on
completing and maintaining Boeing BBJ aircraft for operators worldwide. The company has
installed interiors on 5 BBJs, including one BBJ3. Comlux America is currently expanding its
129,000 square-foot (12,000- square-meter) facility to a Wide body hangar able to accommodate
large VIP aircraft up to Boeing 747BBJ aircraft.
"With the addition of Comlux America as an authorized center, we can offer our customers yet
another option for specialized BBJ service" said David Longridge, President, BBJ. "With
experience both inside and outside the cabin, Comlux provides BBJ operators with another choice
for their maintenance needs. We've worked successfully with the Comlux team and are pleased to
further extend our service network with them."
Scott Meyer CEO Comlux America said "This agreement with Boeing Business Jets is another
example of the working relationship between the two companies. As an authorized Warranty repair
facility and service center, we further expand our portfolio of services to better serve the BBJ
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owner and operator community."
Comlux America located in Indianapolis, Indiana is part of Comlux, The Aviation Group, a leading
provider of worldwide VIP aviation services that includes aircraft management, VIP charter, aircraft
sales and acquisitions, aircraft cabin designs and completions, aircraft engineering services,
aircraft maintenance, and avionics design and integration.
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